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ABSTRACT
The classical calculus of variations is applied to find the 
conditions for maximum energy transfer in nonlinear n-port networks.
The general matching problem is discussed, and the sufficient conditions 
for the optimal load network are given in terms of the time domain be­
havior of the network. The optimal match for a tunnel diode is given 
as a specialization of the general results.
I. INTRODUCTION
A recent paper on the optimal matching of linear time-varying 
networks has evolved the necessary and sufficient conditions of adjoint 
match and passivity by utilizing a time domain formulation of the 
matching problem [6 ], By means of the classical calculus of varia­
tions, the inherent difficulties of working with time-varying networks 
in the frequency domain were circumvented. Similarly, the fundamental 
difficulties associated with nonlinear networks may be overcome in 
order to solve the matching problem in the nonlinear case.
In general, the matching situation, shown in Figure 1 (where 
each of the single ports drawn represents many ports), represents the 
problem of specifying the load network N^, given the source network N, 
so that the maximum total energy is delivered to the load for an
arbitrary source voltage v (t). Utilization of the calculus of varia-s
tions yields the solution in th^ , form of time domain specifications
for the unknown load network.
Since the tunnel diode has been a topic of several recent
papers [4,5,8,9], the optimum power matching network for the tunnel
diode is presented in detail. This problem is solved in general, and
then a passive load network is determined by placing restrictions on
the source voltage v (t).s
II. GENERAL MATCHING PROBLEM
The general matching problem, represented in Figure 1, is
to maximize the energy delivered to the matching network N under theL
topological and dynamic constraints imposed by the networks. With the
use of Bryant's choice of tree for network N [l], the B and C matrices
are
and
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The voltage v, will be assumed to appear in the branches of network N —1
containing v^, v^, and v^, therefore, the KVL relationship
B v =
- 1 a
- 1,
- 1
= v. (3)
where (in Bryants' notation [l])
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V
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v
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can be written
3The element voltage-current relations for the network N will 
be assumed to be of the form [7],
v r = f< y  = r <vR R J (5)
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The problem is simply to maximize the energy delivered to 
the load network g^ ,
oo
max g^ = max J ^ i dt (8)
The constraint on the series connection of N and N isL
v - v_ - v. = 0 . ~s ~1 (9)
The application of constraints (3) and (9) to (8) through the use of 
Lagrange multipliers yields [3]
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4The maximization of the integral in Equation (10) can be accomplished
by using the calculus of variations, which yields the following
necessary conditions on the network N (see Appendix A for completeLi
derivation):
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Equation (11) describes the matching network N . Hence, the 
matching network for a nonlinear n-port network, for an arbitrary 
input signal, is a network with topology identical to the network to be 
matched and the element transformations
and
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5III. POWER MATCHING A TUNNEL DIODE
The problem, represented in Figure 2, is to maximize the 
energy delivered to the load network N under the constraints givenLi
by KVL, KCL and the element voltage-current relations. The main problem 
is to maximize £ ,Jj
oo
max t L = max J i v^ dt.
-oo
The constraints on network N using Bryant’s tree [l] are
(15)
KVL B =
1 0 - 1 0
0 1 1 1
(16)
and
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(17)
The constraint on the series connection of N and N is
Li
v - V - V = 0s i a (18)
The element voltage-current relations are
VR = R V
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The application of constraints (1ST and (16) to (1 5) through the use 
of Lagrange multipliers [3] yields
00
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The maximization of the integral Equation (23) yields the necessary
conditions on the network N (see Appendix B for the complete dériva-Li
tion):
and
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Equations (24a) and (24b) describe the loop equations of the matching 
network N^. Therefore, the matching network for an arbitrary input 
signal is given in Figure 4.
Assuming that the signal of interest is specified at a single 
frequency the matching network can be approximated by linear elements. 
Hence,
(25)
and
“ C -» L = — . (26)
1 Cu2O
Also, since the power absorbed by the load network is to be maximized,
dR
choose the linear resistance R equivalent to R + (— - ) i such thatm n di Ro R n
the average power absorbed is the same for both resistances.
7For example, a typical tunnel diode characteristic, biased in 
the center of the active region, may be approximated by a cubic 
function of the form
n
B vR *n
(27)
In the ideal case, the voltage-current relation for the nonlinear 
matching resistance is, from condition (24b),
or
since
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The average power delivered in the ideal case would be
av = i J 0 VR 1R dt‘° m m
If the signal of interest is
v = A cos co t.K O'*m
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
then Equation (30) becomes
P 9 A 4= à a A av 8
B
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The average power delivered to the linear approximation is
_ 1 . 2 „P = — A Gav 2 mo
(33)
The equality of Equations (32) and (33) yields
q 2G = 7  a k - B, m 4 9o
(34)
or
Rm 9 2o ^  fl A - B
(35)
The sufficiency condition for a maximum on the extremum is shown in 
Appendix B to lead to the result that
G = -| a A2 - 6 > 0. m ® o
(36)
Hence, the optimal match may be approximated by a linear network when 
the signal of interest is restricted to a sinusoidal waveform. The 
restriction that the signal of interest consists of a single frequency 
may be relaxed through the application of broad-banding techniques, 
but this will not be done here.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the necessary conditions on the load network 
for the power matching of the general nonlinear n-port network have 
been developed. Furthermore, as a specific example, the variational 
approach was applied to the problem of power matching a tunnel diode. 
Specifically, the results were extended to obtain the optimal match 
with the use of a linear passive load network.
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APPENDIX
A. Maximization of Integral Equation (1 0).
The Euler equations in the voltages are
v i  “ 
" ^ 1 +
^ 2
^3
-^4-l
= 0,
and element voltages:
r~  —iT
^ 2
£
£
B 6v = 0
But} from power balance considerations with v = 0
~1
(A, 1) 
(A.2)
(A.3)
ri 1  ~a
_ i _ ~Y
= 0.
The solution of (A.l), (A,2)} (A.3) and (A.4) yields
(A. 4)
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~3 = ¿ 6 9 (A.6)
~4 ~ ~y 3 (A. 7)
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and
i =
4
1
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(A.9)
The substitution of the element voltage-current relations (5) - (7) 
yields an expression for £* in terms of the branch currents,
OO
ei =
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where (• ) sr — .dt
Since the currents are constrained by KCL, all of the q's are 
not independent; therefore, define an independent set as follows:
q = B %
~Y
(A.11)
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The substitution of (A.11) into (A.10) in conjunction with the variation
of the q ’s yields an integral equation in 6q , 6q , 6q", 6q ,6q and 6q .
(t ~B ~ y Inte­
gration of this equation by parts (once for first derivative terms, twice
for second derivative terms) reduces it to the form
T. T dv.
dt 6 %  ' ~CL
~£B . 
dt ~|
% T . T
^2 c^tb h* F~6 ~ab
d v 
~ iY .
' lit 6 «
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where (’) denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. Now, since 
^^~6 and A3Y are indePendent, their coefficients must be zero by the 
fundamental lemma of variational calculus [2]. The transpose of these 
equations in conjunction with integration with respect to time and the 
substitution of (A.5), (A.6) and (A„7) into (A.12) leads to the loop 
equations which are sought (Equations (1 1) in the main body of this 
paper).
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B. Maximization of Integral Equation (23).
The Euler equations in the voltages are
vl ■ i -
oIIrH
v l :
J + 7*
GO
II o
and
VL9 V  V  VR :n
- ôvT BT [^] = 0 .
Power considerations with v h  0, add the restriction that
- 6vT BT [ N ]  = 0 .
L
The solutions of (B.l), (B.2), (B.3), and (B.4) are
(B.l) 
(B. 2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
X2 ~ XR 9 (B.5)
X3 XL 9 (B. 6)
and
\  1L 9
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The substitution of the element voltage-current relations (19)-(22) into 
(23) yields
OO
q.
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The currents are constrained by KCL; therefore, since all of the q's are 
not independent, choose the independent ones as follows:
T qRq = BT [ Rn] . 
~ qL
(B.10)
The substitution of (B.10) and (B.8) into (B.9) in conjunction with the
variation of the q fs yields an integral equation in 6q , 6q , 6q ,R R Lin n
6qL and Sq^. Integration of this equation by parts results in
-oo
J { [ - Tt (vi - V »  + S (-X3L) + ] 6qL* dt
(K  - K)dR
+ ^dt X2(Rn + di 1R ) R n n
] 6qR } dt = 0 . (B.11)
Now, because 6q and 6qT are independent, their coefficients must be R Lin
zero [2], Substitution of (B.5) and (B.6) into these coefficients yields
d / . „ v  d
dt (vf - 1RR) + ~ 2  dt
- i
(_1ll) +  ^C ) = 0, (B.12)
and
, dR id . /T> n . N , c.
«  XR (Rn + d T  + <C-) = °n R nn
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(B.12) and (B.13), when integrated with respect to time, reduce to the 
loop equations which are sought (Equations (24)). Discussion of the 
second variation (i.e., sufficient conditions for an optimal match) 
necesstates a change to admittance functions. Consequently, the second
variation is
OO
62 ti = J {- 2G(6v r) 2 -
where
d G  d  G  o
( 2Gn + 4 v  + v 2) ( 6v ) 2|  d t ,
dv J
G = i  '
(B.14)
G = —  n Rn
and
v = vR
In order that a maximum exist on the extremum, the second variation must 
be negative for allowable voltage variations. The allowable voltage 
variations must satisfy the Euler equations (24); hence,
p G + G ’vc C c. n n
6vR = G 5v + ---G---- 6v- (B.15)
Multiplication of the square of equation (B.15) by 2G and integration 
of the product yields an expressions that is substituted into (B.14) 
in order to obtain
oo
- 62 e. = f { -^[2G2 + 4G G'v + 2G*2 v2] i o L G n n n n
+ [2Gn+ 4 G V  + G^ v2]} (6v ) 2 dt > 0. (B.16)
Therefore, for a maximum on the extremum the coefficient of the voltage 
variation must be positive. The substitution of expression (27) into 
(B.16) immediately yields
9a v4 + 6a(G-B) v2 + 26(B-G) > 0, (B.17)
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which requires that
G < S (B.18)
for maximum power transfer to occur for an arbitrary input signal. In 
general, the requirement (B.16) may be relaxed when the input signal is 
specified. For example, if the input signal is
v = A cos co t■  o
and G is assumed large, the second variation (B.16) becomes
(B.19)
1  T*  1 2  2 2— r (3a A cos co t- 6) (6 A cos co t) dt > 0, T J o o
■  0
since
A
(B.20)
m  6v = 6A cos co t .o
1P  Equation (B.20) then implies that
(B.21)
1  9 2 ■  | a k - 6 > 0 . (B.22)
The sufficient condition (B.22) is applied in section III to the problem
of determining an equivalent linear matching network for a tunnel diode.
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